Resume Preparation
WHAT IS A RESUME?
A resume is a 1-page summary of your education, experience, and skills for potential employers, which can
help get you to the interview stage. Employers may spend only 10-30 seconds evaluating a resume’s content
and formatting. Update your resume each time you accomplish something, or each semester. Always focus on
your accomplishments and transferable skills, and suggest contributions you could make to the employer.
Resumes should be tailored to the kind of job they are intended for, which means they can look different
depending on the field and the applicant’s strategy, so these are general rules.

CHECKLIST


Header – Include first and last name, email, address, phone number.



Objective statement (optional) – Follow this general format: “Seeking [position X] in [company Y]
where my [a, b, and c skills or background] will support [intended accomplishment for that position].”
Focus on what you offer, not what you want. The contents of your resume should relate to and support
your objective statement.
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Education section – Write out degree fully (e.g. Bachelor of Arts in French), then list the university and
location. Optional: can also include minor, GPA, relevant coursework.
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Other sections - These follow in order of strength or relevance to the job. Typically can include:
experience, work experience, leadership, involvement, research, service, awards, projects (for
technical fields), shadowing, and skills (often with skill sub-headers of languages, software,
certifications, etc.). This is flexible; you probably won’t use all the headers listed here, and might think
of others to best display your experiences.
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Positions and experiences – List your position title, then the organization and location. Use titles that
specify your contribution (e.g. instead of “intern,” say “design intern”). Eliminate outdated experiences
(i.e. by the end of second year, remove high school items).
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Dates – Under each header, list experiences in reverse chronological order so that more recent
experiences are towards the top. Dates should be stated in terms of month and year, not semester.
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Bullet points – Use sentence fragments; don’t use pronouns (e.g. I). Begin each with a past-tense
action verb, and reference an accomplishment. To illustrate them, concisely use some details, like who,
what, why, where, when, how, how many, how often, how much?



Relevance – To catch an employer’s eye, you must show that you have what they need. Find this out
by reading the job description, company website, and mission. Use verbs similar to those found in the
job posting or a description of that kind of work. Also, use nouns (keywords) that relate to things that
are part of the job with which you may have previous experience (e.g. software, procedures, or tools
you used in classes or extracurricular involvement).



Consistency and proofreading – All dates, abbreviations, and formatting should be consistent. Have
three people read your resume for errors before sending it out!



Contact the CRC – You can make an appointment or drop by for assistance or questions.
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A resume is a strategic document. The resumes above are samples providing possible formatting and content options.
The format and content of a resume will change depending on the objective and amount of experience.

